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The concept of the “Kondo box” describes a single spin, antiferromagnetically coupled to a quantum dot
with a finite level spacing. Here, a Kondo box is formed in a carbon nanotube interacting with a localized
electron. We investigate the spins of its first few eigenstates and compare them to a recent theory. In an “open”
Kondo-box, strongly coupled to the leads, we observe a nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the nano-
tube conductance, which results from a competition between the Kondo-box singlet and the “conventional”
Kondo state that couples the nanotube to the leads.
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One of the exciting concepts that has emerged in modern
condensed-matter physics is that of competing many-body
ground states: the existence of states with different symme-
tries leads, for instance, to distinct phases separated by quan-
tum phase transitions.1 It was later appreciated that similar
physics also occurs in an individual quantum impurity
system,2 where distinct many-body states may, for example,
possess different spin. Experimentally, this physics is best
studied in nanostructures, in which one can tune the system
parameters and create complex set ups with competing
many-body states.3

The quantum impurity system that we study is a carbon
nanotube quantum dot exchange coupled to a localized elec-
tron �schematic in Fig. 1�b��, thereby forming a Kondo
box.5–8 We focus on the case of an odd number of electrons
in the nanotube and identify the spin of the ground state and
several excited states. For a Kondo box strongly coupled to
the leads, the nanotube spin can either be Kondo screened by
the leads or form a singlet state with the localized electron.
We find that the competition between these distinct ground
states results in a peculiar nonmonotonic dependence of the
nanotube conductance on temperature, where the initial rise
in conductance at intermediate temperatures changes into a
sharp drop at the lowest temperatures. At these lowest tem-
peratures, a single channel in the leads screens both the lo-
calized spin and the spin in the nanotube quantum dot.9

The nanotubes are grown on a Si /SiO2 substrate by
chemical vapor deposition using CO as a feedstock gas.10

This method usually produces nanotubes with diameters of
about 2 nm. We present results measured on a single semi-
conducting nanotube with two metal contacts separated by a
distance of 400 nm. Similar results have been observed in
other samples. The measurements were performed at the
base temperature of 25 mK �except for the temperature de-
pendence in Fig. 3�.

Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show the nanotube zero-bias differ-
ential conductance as a function of gate voltage �Vgate�. Both
graphs correspond to adding four successive electrons to the
nanotube, as seen by four single-electron conductance peaks.
�The feature “B” in Fig. 1�a� is formed by two peaks merged
by the conventional Kondo effect;4 they can be separated by
a finite source-drain bias.� We will focus most of our atten-
tion on valleys “A” and “C,” each of which is narrow and
flanked by two peaks of comparable height and width. These
signs point to valleys with an “odd-electron” occupation: the
two peaks correspond to adding spin-up/down electrons to

the same quantized level; the valleys are narrow since their
widths are proportional to just the charging energy while the
neighboring even-electron valleys have an additional contri-
bution from the quantization energy.12 The orbital �shell�
degeneracy13 is broken in this sample. From differential con-
ductance spectroscopy we have identified the following en-
ergy scales: the charging energy is �3–4 meV, shell spac-
ing is �2 meV, and orbital spacing within a shell is
�200–300 �eV �valley A� or �1 meV �valley C�.

Odd-electron valleys usually demonstrate a zero-bias
resonance �large conductance� associated with the Kondo
state formed between the quantum dot and its leads �referred
to here as the “nanotube-leads Kondo state”�.3,4,14 Instead of
such a Kondo resonance, the map of valley A �inset of Fig.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� Zero-bias differential con-
ductance as a function of Vgate showing four single-electron conduc-
tance peaks in each panel. We focus our attention on three odd-
electron valleys A, B, and C. The two peaks bordering valley B are
almost completely merged due to the conventional nanotube-leads
Kondo effect �Ref. 4�. Inset in �a�: differential conductance map of
valley A measured vs VSD and Vgate �shared horizontal axis with the
main panel�. The arrows indicate the onset of the inelastic cotun-
neling processes. The colored bar shows the 0 to 1 e2 /h scale; the
same type of colormap is used throughout the text. Inset in �b�:
schematic of the nanotube with an odd number of electrons and an
extra electron localized nearby.
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1�a�� shows an unexpected suppression of conductance,
which extends up to VSD� �0.1 meV, at which point an
inelastic cotunneling threshold is visible. A similar gap is
also observed in valley C and several other but not all, odd-
electron valleys. The cotunneling gap indicates the presence
of a low-energy excited state.

Figure 2�a� shows the evolution of this cotunneling gap in
magnetic field perpendicular to the nanotube, B�, for the
middle of valley A �Vgate fixed at −8.148 V�. Upon applica-
tion of B�, the gap becomes narrower, showing that the en-
ergy difference between the ground and the excited states
decreases. It closes at Bc�1 T, and reopens at higher B�.
Valley C shows a similar behavior with Bc�0.3 T. These
observations indicate that the ground state and the excited-
state cross at Bc; thus, the excited state has a larger spin than
the ground state.

Based on these observations, the natural candidates for
the ground and excited states are a spin singlet �S1� and a
spin triplet �T1� formed by the odd number of electrons in
the nanotube and an extra, antiferromagnetically coupled
electron localized close to the nanotube. Indeed, behavior of
a cotunneling threshold similar to that in Fig. 2 has been
observed for the singlet-triplet gap in quantum dots with an
even-electron occupation.16 To better observe the excited
states, we take a numerical derivative of the data of Fig. 2�a�.
The resulting Fig. 2�b� immediately confirms our assignment
of the first excited state �T1� as a triplet: it splits three ways
in B�, where the three components go up, down, or stay flat.
We can also observe the two higher excited states: another
singlet �S2� and triplet �T2�. This sequence of excited states
is consistent with the theoretical predictions of Ref. 7, in
which it is shown that the ground state of the Kondo box
is a singlet �S1� for any value of the antiferromagnetic ex-

change coupling. In both the limit of a very strong or very
weak coupling, it is followed by T1 and S2, so the authors
surmised that the same sequence of states persists for any
strength of coupling. In our case, the gaps between S1, T1,
and S2 are similar, so the exchange coupling is comparable
to the orbital splitting.

The unexpected formation of a cotunneling gap instead of
a Kondo resonance has been reported earlier in nanotube
samples.17,18 Some of these gaps have been attributed to the
influence of magnetic quasiparticles used as a catalyst for the
nanotube growth. At least in one of the reported cases,18 the
cotunneling gap grows rather than closes in magnetic field.
They found that the gap value is asymmetric with respect to
applied magnetic field, possibly due to the frozen magneti-
zation of the catalyst particle. We can exclude such a sce-
nario here because the dependence of the gap on magnetic
field is symmetric around zero without hysteresis. Further-
more, the g-factor of the extra electron is very close to 2 in
both valleys A and C �Figs. 2�a� and 2�c��, suggesting an
electron localized in SiO2 or a light adatom, readily available
in nanotubes exposed to the ambient conditions.

The exchange interaction between the topmost electron in
the nanotube and a covalently attached adatom should be
greatly reduced compared to the electron volt atomic-scale
exchange. Indeed, the nanotube electron is spread over
104–105 carbon atoms, bringing the strength of the exchange
coupling to the �eV range that we observe in valleys A and
C. Alternatively, the electron may be residing in the substrate
within a subnanometer proximity to the nanotube. It is
known that large gate voltages applied to the nanotube can
inject electrons from the nanotube into SiO2.19

Experimentally, we have observed a variety of singlet-
triplet gap values; they do not seem to obey a clear pattern as
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Differential conductance map measured vs VSD and magnetic field perpendicular to the nanotube, B�. Vgate is
fixed at −8.148 V corresponding to the middle of valley A in Fig. 1�a�. Colormap scale: 0 to 0.07 e2 /h. The features observed at finite VSD

are inelastic cotunneling thresholds. The most prominent threshold at 0.1 meV corresponds to the singlet-triplet gap, which closes at B
�1 T. �b� Numerical derivative of the conductance map �absolute value, arbitrary units�. The three components of T1 are visible, as well
as S2 and T2. Above B�1 T the lines change slope because the ground state changes from S1 to the lowest component of T1. Zero-bias
suppression seen on the scale of tens of �V is due to environmental blockade in the resistive leads to the nanotube �Ref. 15�. This feature
appears at smaller energy and independently of any nanotube-specific features discussed here. �c� Differential conductance map measured vs
VSD and B� in the middle of the valley C. The singlet-triplet crossing occurs at �0.3 T. Colormap scale: 0.05 to 0.15 e2 /h. �d� Zero-bias
differential conductance map measured vs Vgate and B� in valley C. Colormap scale: 0 to 0.7 e2 /h.
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a function of Vgate. The random overlap of the nanotube elec-
tron with the localized state and the successive filling of
different localized states should both cause irregular varia-
tions in the exchange interaction with Vgate. Furthermore, the
size of the singlet-triplet gap is renormalized from the bare
exchange interaction and should be a complicated function
of the exchange, level spacing, and bandwidth.7

The presence of the extra electron shows up not only in
the cotunneling spectra but also in the zero-bias conductance.
In Fig. 2�d�, we study in a magnetic field the positions of the
conductance peaks that border valley C. The peaks first come
closer together before spreading apart. The change in the
slope occurs when the spin in valley C changes from 0 to 1
while the spin in the neighboring valleys stays 1/2, �due to
the localized electron�. Indeed, the transition field coincides
with the closing of the singlet-triplet gap seen in the cotun-
neling spectrum �Fig. 2�c��. Overall, this behavior is similar
to the singlet-triplet transition observed in quantum dots at
even filling12 but with the very important difference that here
the number of electrons in the nanotube itself is odd.

We are now ready to present the main result of this Rapid
Communication. First, note that the conductance in valley B
�Fig. 1�a�� is enhanced due to the Kondo effect,4,14 where the
nanotube spin is screened to form a Kondo singlet with the
leads. In valley A, the nanotube electrons instead form a
singlet �S1� with the localized spin. Evidently, these two sin-
glets compete—an example of the competing many-body
grounds states mentioned in the introduction—and depend-
ing on the relative strength of the two interactions, the nano-
tube conductance is either suppressed by formation of S1
�valley A� or enhanced by the nanotube-leads Kondo effect
�valley B�.

We ask, then, if the ground state of our Kondo-box system
coupled to the leads must always be a spin singlet as in
valley A. The enhanced conductance in valley B hints at a
different possibility. Namely, the conventional counting of
the spin degrees of freedom �two spin 1/2� and the available
screening channels �one linear combination of the two leads�
�Refs. 2 and 14� suggests that once the nanotube spin is
Kondo screened by the leads, the localized spin should de-
couple from the system. The resulting doublet ground state
would be separated from the Kondo-box singlet by a quan-
tum phase transition.3 However, it has been demonstrated
theoretically that the ground state of this system must always
be a singlet.9 It is further explained that at low enough tem-
perature the spin of the localized electron should be Kondo
screened by the heavy quasiparticles of the nanotube-leads
Kondo system, resulting in eventual suppression of the con-
ductance at very low temperature.9,20

The temperature range for the second stage may be ex-
perimentally unattainable in valley B; instead, we test the
predicted behavior in valley C of Fig. 1�b�. Its conductance
map vs Vgate and VSD is shown in Fig. 3�a�. We compare the
temperature evolution of G�VSD� at two values of Vgate: in the
middle of valley C �panel �b�� and closer to its edge �panel
�c��. The nanotube-leads exchange coupling J1 strongly de-
pends on Vgate within the same Coulomb valley: it is smallest
in the middle of the valley and becomes large at the edges.14

At the same time, the exchange between the nanotube and
the localized state J2 should not significantly change on this

scale. Therefore, by comparing the spectra at two gate volt-
ages, we vary the relative strength J1 /J2. In Fig. 3�b�—small
J1—the nanotube spin evidently couples with the localized
state to form a singlet, resulting in formation of the singlet-
triplet gap similar to that in valley A. The situation is differ-
ent in Fig. 3�c�—large J1—where at intermediate tempera-
tures �200 mK� a wide resonance is formed. As the
temperature is lowered, the resonance grows, except for
small VSD, where a sharp dip develops at the lowest tempera-
tures.

We attribute the initial rise of the zero-bias conductance in
Fig. 3�c� to the Kondo screening of the nanotube spin by the
leads; the relatively wide conductance resonance
��100 �V� reflects the characteristic Kondo scale. Eventu-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Differential conductance map mea-
sured vs Vgate and VSD in the Coulomb blockade valley C at the base
temperature. ��b� and �c�� Differential conductance vs VSD at several
temperatures for Vgate=−3.308 V and −3.375 V, respectively.
�These Vgate are indicated in �a� by dotted lines.� Schematics: the
two stages of screening the localized and the nanotube spins. �d�
Temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance measured at
several gate voltages. �Vgate indicates the gate voltage as measured
from the center of the valley �−3.308 V�. Solid and open symbols
correspond to negative and positive �Vgate, respectively; as ex-
pected, members of a pair show very similar behavior. �e� Zero-bias
conductance vs Vgate at different temperatures �Ref. 11�.
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ally, the leftover spin of the localized electron is also
screened, resulting in a narrow zero-bias suppression at the
lowest temperatures. Phenomenologically, a similar two-
stage behavior has been observed in quantum dots in certain
even-electron valleys,21 and in nanoparticles antiferromag-
netically coupled to magnetic impurities in the leads.22 Con-
ceptually, however, there is a critical difference: in our case,
both stages of Kondo screening are performed by the same
screening channel �a linear combination of the leads�9 while
in other cases two channels are required, one for each
stage.14

Strikingly, the width of the dip in the cotunneling spec-
trum measured in the two-stage case is significantly narrower
than that observed in the middle of the Coulomb valley
�compare Fig. 3�c� to Fig. 3�b� and also note the shape of the
cotunneling feature vs Vgate in Fig. 3�a��. The value of this
gap reflects the second stage Kondo temperature, which ac-
cording to Refs. 20 should decrease with increasing J1. This
behavior is evident from Fig. 3�d�, which plots the zero-bias
conductance as a function of temperature for several values
of �Vgate �gate voltage measured from the center of the val-
ley�. For larger values of J1 �upper curves, larger �Vgate� the
maximum shifts toward lower temperature, indicating the re-
duced temperature of the second Kondo stage. Finally, Fig.
3�e� shows the complementary view of the zero-bias conduc-

tance as a function of Vgate for several temperatures. The
right-hand side of the single-electron peak at Vgate=−3.4 V,
which faces valley C, grows at low temperature indicating
the development of the first stage—the nanotube-leads
Kondo effect. Elsewhere in valley C, the conductance shows
a two-stage Kondo behavior—the initial increase in conduc-
tance at high temperature is followed by eventual decrease at
the lowest temperature.11 Interestingly, at the base tempera-
ture G�Vgate� is rather flat in valley C.

In conclusion, we realized a Kondo box consisting of a
large carbon nanotube quantum dot coupled to a localized
electron. For an odd number of electrons in the nanotube, we
studied the cotunneling features and determined the spin of
the ground and several excited states, which were found to
agree with the theoretical predictions.7 For the Kondo box
strongly coupled to the leads, we discussed the competition
between the Kondo-box singlet and screening of the nano-
tube spin by the leads. The competition leads a two-stage
Kondo effect in a situation in which there is a single screen-
ing channel: the initial enhancement of conductance gives
way to eventual suppression at the lowest temperatures when
the heavy quasiparticles finally screen the localized spin.
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